We Belong to You
Trevor Thomson and Victoria Thomson

Capo 3: | Bm A/C# D | A G | D | Dsus4 D |
      Dm C/E F | C Bb | C D |
Intro
| Bm A/C# D | F#m7 E(no3) G | D/G A | Dsus4 D |
      Dm G/E F | Am7 G(no3) Bb F/Bb C | Fsus4 F |
We belong to you, O Lord of our longing;
F/m7 E(no3) G D/G A Dsus4 D
dying and rising We belong to you.

Refrain 1

We belong to you, O Lord of our longing;
D A Bm A/C# D
F C Dm C/E F
We belong to you. In our daily living,
F#m7 E(no3) G D/G A Dsus4 D
dying and rising We belong to you.

Verse 1

In the waters of your mercy,
Bm Bm/A G D
Dm Dm/C Bb F
When the old becomes the new,
Bm D G D/F#
Dm F Bb F/A
Souls united in the mystery:
Em A Dsus4 D
Gm C Fsus4 F
We belong to you.

Refrain 2

Repeat Refrain 1

Verse 2

Filled with gifts and filled with goodness,
Bm Bm/A G D
Dm Dm/C Bb F
Spirit breathing life into

Refrain 3

We belong to you, O Lord of our longing;
D A Bm A/C# D
F C Dm C/E F
We belong to you. In our daily living,
F#m7 E(no3) G D/G A Dsus4 D
dying and rising We belong to you.

Repeat Refrain 1

Verse 3

When we share the bread you’ve broken
Bm Bm/A G D
Dm Dm/C Bb F
With the many and the few,
Bm D G D/F#
Dm F Bb F/A
We are blessed and we are broken;
Em A Dsus4 D
Gm C Fsus4 F
We belong to you.

Refrain 4

Repeat Refrain 1

Verse 4

We are called to share your word, Lord,
Bm Bm/A G D
Dm Dm/C Bb F
In all we say and all we do.
Bm D G D/F#
Dm F Bb F/A
As our journey moves us onward,
Em A Dsus4 D
Gm C Fsus4 F
We belong to you.

Refrain 5

We belong to you, O Lord of our longing;
D A Bm A/C# D
F C Dm C/E F
We belong to you. In our daily living,
F#m7 E(no3) G D/G A Dsus4 D
dying and rising We belong to you.
G D/G A Dsus4 D
dying and rising We belong to you.

We belong to you. We belong to you.